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Stable Difussion Prompt Sample 

 

Prompt Hasil 

 
Elegant girl in urban outfit, cute fine face, rounded 
eyes, digital painting, glasses, blonde hair, fashion 
magazine 
 
Model SD:chilloutmix111 
Lora Model:  
 

 
Elegant girl in urban outfit, cute fine face, rounded 
eyes, digital painting, glasses, blonde hair, fashion 
magazine 
 
Model SD:disney-pixar-cartoon 
Lora Model: 

 
Elegant girl in urban outfit, cute fine face, rounded 
eyes, digital painting, glasses, blonde hair, fashion 
magazine 
 
Model SD:realistic-vision111 
Lora Model: 
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Elegant girl in urban outfit, cute fine face, rounded 
eyes, digital painting, glasses, blonde hair, fashion 
magazine 
 
Model SD:meinaxuhuan 
Lora Model: 

 
Elegant girl in urban outfit, cute fine face, rounded 
eyes, digital painting, glasses, blonde hair, fashion 
magazine 
 
Model SD:majicmixrealistic 
Lora Model: 

 
Elegant girl in urban outfit, cute fine face, rounded 
eyes, digital painting, glasses, blonde hair, fashion 
magazine 
 
Model SD:m9rbgas9t4w 
Lora Model: 

 
Elegant girl in urban outfit, cute fine face, rounded 
eyes, digital painting, glasses, blonde hair, fashion 
magazine 
 
Model SD:meichidarkmix111 
Lora Model: 
 

 



parents and daughets hanging out at coffee shop 
 
Model SD:realistic-vision-512 
Lora Model: 

 
2 girls and 1 boy hanging out at coffee shop 
 
Model SD:majicmix-lux111 
Lora Model: 

 
  

2 girls and 1 boy hanging out at coffee shop 
 
Model SD:disney-pixar-cartoon 
Lora Model: 

 



2 girls and 1 boy hanging out at coffee shop 
 
Model SD:barbieunstablecivit 
Lora Model: 

 
girls hanging out at coffee shop 
 
Model SD:toonyou 
Lora Model: 

 
girls and boy hanging out at coffee shop 
 
Model SD:realistic-vision-v20-2047 
Lora Model: 

 
girls and boy hanging out at coffee shop 
 
Model SD:camelliamixline 
Lora Model: 

 



girl wearing wet shirt in the heavy rain 
 
Model SD:m9rbgas9t4w 
Lora Model: hc-kasumigaoka-utaha 

 
best quality,masterpiece,highly detailed,ultra 
detailed, Vector arts cat , simple background 
 
Model SD:portraitplus-diffusion 
Lora Model: 

 
Drawing of Cassian andor, black and white, concept 
art, sumi - e style, artstation, trending, highly 
detailed, smooth, focus, art by yoji shinkawa 
 
Model SD:inkpunk 
Lora Model: 

 



A highly detailed portrait of a stunningly beautiful 
young woman indonesian Javanese countries in a 
tight and form-fitting volleyball shirt and shorts. 
Long burnt-black hair blowing in the wind . Dazzling 
and glowing crystal blue eye, freckles and blush. 
Mouth smiling wide with joy. Leaning towards the 
camera with arms crossed playfully behind her back. 
Free-spirited persona. Looking directly at the 
camera. Art style of Arthenin. 
 
Model SD:meichidarkmix111 
Lora Model: 3d-rendering-style  
 
  

A highly detailed portrait of a stunningly beautiful 
young woman indonesian Javanese countries in a 
tight and form-fitting volleyball shirt and shorts.  
Long burnt-black hair blowing in the wind . Dazzling 
and glowing crystal blue eye, freckles and blush. 
Mouth smiling wide with joy. Leaning towards the 
camera with arms crossed playfully behind her back. 
Free-spirited persona. Looking directly at the 
camera. Art style of Arthenin. 

 
Model SD:majicmixrealistic 
Lora Model: 3d-rendering-style  
 

 

 
A highly detailed portrait of a stunningly beautiful 
young woman indonesian Javanese countries in a 
tight and form-fitting volleyball shirt and 
shorts.Long burnt-black hair blowing in the wind . 
Dazzling and glowing crystal blue eye, freckles and 
blush. Mouth smiling wide with joy. Leaning 
towards the camera with arms crossed playfully 
behind her back. Free-spirited persona. Looking 
directly at the camera. Art style of Arthenin. 
 
Model SD:meichidarkmix111 
Lora Model: 3d-rendering-style   



A highly detailed portrait of a stunningly beautiful 
young woman indonesian Javanese countries in a 
tight and form-fitting volleyball shirt and 
shorts.Long burnt-black hair blowing in the wind . 
Dazzling and glowing crystal blue eye, freckles and 
blush. Mouth smiling wide with joy. Leaning 
towards the camera with arms crossed playfully 
behind her back. Free-spirited persona. Looking 
directly at the camera. Art style of Arthenin. 
 
Model SD:m9rbgas9t4w 
Lora Model: hc-kasumigaoka-utaha   
A highly detailed portrait of a stunningly beautiful 
young woman indonesian Javanese duntries in a 
tight and form-fitting volleyball shirt and shorts. 
Long burnt-black hair blowing in the wind . Dazzling 
and glowing crystal blue eye, freckles and blush. 
Mouth smiling wide with joy. Leaning towards the 
camera with arms crossed playfully behind her back. 
Free-spirited persona. Looking directly at the 
camera. Art style of Arthenin. 
 
Model SD:majicmixrealistic 
Lora Model: hc-kasumigaoka-utaha  

 
A highly detailed portrait of a stunningly beautiful 
young woman in a tight and form-fitting volleyball 
shirt and shorts. Long burnt-black hair blowing in 
the wind . Dazzling and glowing crystal blue eye, 
freckles and blush. Mouth smiling wide with joy. 
Leaning towards the camera with arms crossed 
playfully behind her back. Free-spirited persona. 
Looking directly at the camera. Art style of Arthenin. 
 
Model SD:majicmixrealistic 
Lora Model: 3d-rendering-style 

 
A young woman is playing volleyball at the beach. 
 
Model SD:dreamshaper111 
Lora Model: u58hvdfu4q 

 



Elegant  girl in urban outfit, cute fine face, rounded 
eyes, digital painting, glasses, blonde hair, fashion 
magazine 
 
Model SD:majicmixrealistic 
Lora Model: 3d-rendering-style 

 
Elegant hijab girl in urban outfit, cute fine face, 
rounded eyes, digital painting, glasses, blonde hair, 
fashion magazine 
 
Model SD:majicmixrealistic 
Lora Model: 3d-rendering-style 

 
Elegant hijab girl in urban outfit, cute fine face, 
rounded eyes, digital painting, glasses, blonde hair, 
fashion magazine 
 
Model SD:meichidarkmix111 
Lora Model: 

 



mild smile, super cute beautiful face Hindu lady in 
fort.”, black eyes, soft impressionist brush strokes, 
sharp sun lighting, soft skin, canvas texture, colors, 
portrait painting, intricate detail, detailed black 
eyes, realistic, by Jean-Baptiste Monge: Artgerm: 
Greg Rutkowski: Richard Schmid:, action pose:, 
sharp dslr Nikon image 
 
Model SD:majicmixrealistic 
Lora Model: 3d-rendering-style  

 
a woman dressed in lingerie is sitting in the middle 
of a rice field. digital painting, intricate detail, 
detailed black eyes, full body shot, realistic, by Jean-
Baptiste Monge: Artgerm: Greg Rutkowski: Richard 
Schmid: action pose:, sharp dslr Nikon image 
 
Model SD:majicmixrealistic 
Lora Model: hc-kasumigaoka-utaha 

 
a woman dressed in lingerie is sitting in the middle 
of a rice field. intricate detail, detailed black eyes, 
realistic, by Jean-Baptiste Monge: Artgerm: Greg 
Rutkowski: Richard Schmid:, action pose:, sharp dslr 
Nikon image 
 
Model SD:meichidarkmix111 
Lora Model: hc-kasumigaoka-utaha 

 



Elegant girl in urban outfit, cute fine face, rounded 
eyes, digital painting, glasses, blonde hair, fashion 
magazine 
 
Model SD:meichidarkmix111 
Lora Model: samdoesarts-lora 

 
Elegant girl in urban outfit, cute fine face, rounded 
eyes, digital painting, glasses, blonde hair, fashion 
magazine 
 
Model SD:meichidarkmix111 
Lora Model: hc-kasumigaoka-utaha 

 
Elegant girl in urban outfit, cute fine face, rounded 
eyes, digital painting, glasses, blonde hair, fashion 
magazine 
 
Model SD:majicmixrealistic 
Lora Model: hc-kasumigaoka-utaha 

 



Gothic painting of an ancient castle at night, with a 
full moon, gargoyles, and shadows 
 
Model SD:dreamshaper111 
Lora Model: 

 
  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 


